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When crop prices are high, interest in-
creases in selling additional products or
services, said Fabian Fernandez, Univer-

sity of Illinois Extension specialist in soil fertil-
ity and plant nutrition. More often than not, he
said, these products and services do little to
nothing for the crop.

“Persuasive advertisements create feelings
such as ‘I have to have it,’ or ‘I will forfeit profit
if I don’t have it,’ or even ‘it costs so little that it
makes sense to get it even if it doesn’t do much,
just in case,’” Fernandez said. “Some services
are even promoted as ‘no additional cost to you’
or as ‘a package deal that saves you money.’”

Fernandez said one such advertisement re-
ceiving a lot of publicity this year is testing for
secondary macronutrients (Ca, Mg, and S) and
micronutrients (B, Cl, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, and Zn).

“While it might be nice to have numbers for
the various nutrients, it is important to under-
stand the true value of those numbers,” he said.
“When used by themselves, soil testing for these
nutrients does little to predict response.”

The Illinois Agronomy Handbook lists a rating
for soil tests on a scale of 0 to 100, where 100 is
a reliable and cost-effective test and where 0 is
a test with little usefulness. Research shows
most soil tests for these nutrients are not reli-
able, Fernandez said.

“If soil test results are high, you know your
crop won’t suffer a yield loss due to that partic-
ular nutrient,” he said. “But when the test is
medium or low, it does not mean that you will
get a crop response by applying the nutrient.
When test levels are medium to low, that’s when
most people start spending money on fertilizers
that would likely not produce much difference
for the crop. That’s a case where the farmer’s
loss is someone else’s gain.”

These tests are also affected by crop and soil
conditions, he said. Soil testing for secondary
macronutrients and micronutrients is most
useful when accompanied by an understanding
of crop requirements and the crop, soil and en-
vironmental factors that impact availability.

One additional point to remember is that for
some nutrients, there are different extraction
and analysis procedures used by different test-

ing laboratories, he said. The different proce-
dures can result in vastly different values
printed in the report. For example, zinc levels
obtained by one method are considered ade-
quate for crop production if they are above 7,
while a different method considers zinc test lev-
els to be adequate if the value is above 1.

Know the adequacy value or range for the test
you have, Fernandez said. Without it, the infor-
mation is useless. If that information is not pro-
vided, ask the laboratory to provide it.

“Another analysis that is being heavily pro-
moted for secondary macronutrients and mi-
cronutrients this year is a plant tissue test,” he
said. “While tissue test analysis is in general
more reliable than soil testing for secondary
macronutrients and micronutrients, I caution
that some of the similar concerns I mentioned
for soil analysis apply here.”

For most nutrients, the sufficiency range is
quite large, partly because of the large uncer-
tainty on what the value is really telling us. Hav-
ing a value below the sufficiency range does not
automatically mean that applying a particular
nutrient will cause a yield response.

In addition, tissue test levels are specific to a
certain growth stage and plant part. Test infor-
mation can be of little value and sometimes mis-
leading if applied to a stage or plant part other
than what is stated in the recommendation, he
said.

“I see the greatest value of tissue testing as a
diagnostic tool to check ‘good plants’ from ‘poor
plants’ and only when it is considered along
with other factors as mentioned above for soil
testing,” he said. “By saying tissue testing might
be useful for comparison purposes, I also am
implying that a secondary macronutrient or mi-
cronutrient deficiency will typically be a local-
ized problem within a field. If there is evidence
of a nutrient problem and an application of that
nutrient can solve it, one should make the ap-
plication only in the problem area and not on
the entire field.”

In deciding whether or not to test for or apply
a secondary macronutrient or micronutrient,
Fernandez said the old saying, “if it ain’t broken
don’t fix it,” is probably a good idea. ∆
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